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Abstract

The competitive threshold collision-induced dissociation (TCID) of the ternary complex 

[amb5+Zn(II)+NTA] → [amb5+Zn(II)] + NTA or → [NTA+Zn(II)] + amb5, where amb5 = His-Cys-

Gly-Pro-Gly-Gly-Cys or Asp-His-Gly-Pro-Gly-Gly-Cys and NTA = nitrilotriacetic acid, were studied 

using traveling-wave ion mobility-mass spectrometry (TWIMMS). The analyses included calculating 

the reaction cross sections as a function of center-of-mass collision energy at three pressures of the 

argon collision gas, which covers the pressure range available in the TWIMMS instrument. The ternary 

complex contained one of the amb5 peptides, whose His, Cys and/or Asp substituent groups could 

compete with the NTA carboxylate sites for binding Zn(II). A new molecular modeling procedure was 

developed, initially using PM6 geometry-optimizations and thermochemical analyses to locate low-

energy conformers of the ternary complex and its products that also had collision cross sections (ΩHe), 

measured using the ion size scaled Lennard-Jones (L-J) method, that were close to the TWIMMS 

measured ΩHe.  A selection of these conformers were further geometry-optimized at the DFTB/3OB_D4

level of theory and using these as starting structures, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were 

conducted to sample the ensemble of structures L-J ΩHe at 300 K. From these analyses, a selection of 

reactant and product conformers whose L-J ΩHe best matched the TWIMMS ΩHe were used in the TCID

fitting of the center-of-mass energy-dependent, reaction cross sections extrapolated to zero pressure. 

The TCID fitting determined the threshold energies of the two product channels which in the absence 

of an activation barrier in excess of the energy of the products equates to the 0 K dissociation 

enthalpies (H0). The difference in H0 for the two competing reactions allowed for a relative gas-

phase Zn(II) affinity scale to be constructed for the amb5 peptides studied here and from our previous 

published amb5 research. 
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Introduction 

The competitive threshold collision-induced dissociation (TCID) method, developed by 

Armentrout, Ervin and Rodgers,1-3 is a reaction dynamics method for obtaining the thermochemistry of 

competing reactions driven by the collision between the reactant and an inert collision gas, and is applied 

through the CRUNCH program.4 The competitive TCID method has been applied to a variety of chemical

systems including ionic liquid clusters,5,6 protonated tripeptides,7,8 sodium cation complexes,9 and the gas-

phase proton affinities organic molecules.10-14  Recently we have shown a competitive TCID approach for 

studying a series of alternative metal binding (amb) peptides, which was applied to the competitive 

dissociation of the [amb+Zn(II)+NTA] ternary complex:15,16 an original application due to the ternary 

complexes relatively large size and the use of the traveling-wave ion mobility-mass spectrometry 

(TWIMMS) platform.17 The research presented here further extends the TCID instrumental and 

theoretical approaches applied to the TWIMMS platform and provides the thermochemistry and relative 

Zn(II) affinity for two new amb5 species (Fig 1) and compares them with our previous results. This new 

TCID research, includes converting ion intensities into product reaction cross sections (p) which are 

extrapolated to the single collision limit, and the application of a new theoretical approach for selecting 

the reactant and product conformers to use in the TCID modeling. Notably, we have used theoretical 

calculations to identify the structures of the ions by comparing theoretical with experimental collision 

cross sections. This was done in two ways: (i) using the structures resulting from geometry optimization; 

(ii) using an ensemble of structures sampled by molecular dynamics simulations. The first approach is 

what is typically done, while the second one was much less used. Typically classical molecular dynamics 

(MD) simulations were done in the past improve the collision cross sections of large macromolecules,18,19 

while here we used first-principles MD simulations using tight-binding Density Functional Theory in 

order to correctly consider the Zn(II) binding and allowing possible proton transfers. 

Our previous research of the amb peptides showed that by preparing their samples in a series of 

acidic to basic pH solutions that pH-dependent metal binding was observed and by changing residues in 
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their primary structure the specificity for chelating different metal ions could be adapted.20-29 Some of the 

most extensive metal binding research was on a series of amb5 heptapeptides,15,16,22,24,26,28 named in 

alphabetical order amb5A to amb5R, which were designed to explore the primary structure acetyl-Aa1-Aa2-

Gly3-Pro4-Tyr5-Aa6-Aa7, where the Aa were different combinations of His, Cys or Asp that have metal 

binding substituent groups. The central residues provided a spacer, a hinge, and -metal ion interaction. 

However, the previous Zn(II) binding studies indicated that it was the substituent group in the Aa1-Aa2-

Aa7 positions with the carboxylate at the terminus that provided the distorted tetrahedral Zn(II) 

coordination.24,27 Here we extend this series with simplified primary structures for amb5S and amb5T (Fig 1)

which have alternative Aa1-Aa2-Aa7 binding sites for forming the binary[amb5+Zn(II)]and ternary 

[amb5+Zn(II)+NTA] complexes but replace the sites at Tyr5-Aa6 with Gly5-Gly6, which will test whether 

the Tyr5 -zinc ion interaction or the Aa6 substituent sites were significant in our previous Zn(II) binding 

studies The overall 1 charge state of the complexes are determined by the oxidation state of Zn(II) and 

the protonation states of the weak acid or basic sites of the amb5 and/or NTA, relating to 3 negatively-

charged sites, i.e., [amb5H+Zn(II)+NTA-2H], [amb3H+Zn(II)]or  [NTA3H+Zn(II)]. In the 

following script, the ‘3H’ is omitted from the names of the complexes, but the descriptions of the 

molecular modeling results include a discussion of the protonation states in these complexes.

Figure 1. The primary structures of the alternative metal binding amb5S and amb5T peptides with the 
potential metal-binding of the substituent groups of His, Cys or Asp in the first, second and last positons 
shown in green, blue and brown.
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1. Experimental, computational and molecular modeling methods 

2.1 Reagents and preparation of the ternary complexes

The peptides ac-His-Cys-Gly-Pro-Gly-Gly-Cys (amb5S) and ac-Asp-His-Gly-Pro-Gly-Gly-Cys 

(amb5T) were synthesized by PepmicCo (http://www.pepmic.com/). Zinc(II) nitrate hexahydrate (99%+ 

purity) was acquired from Alfa Aesar (www.alfa.com/). Ammonium hydroxide (trace metal grade) and 

ammonium acetate (ultrapure) were acquired from Fisher Scientific (http://www.Fishersci.com/) and 

VWR (https://us.vwr.com/), respectively. Stock and working solutions were made with deionized water 

>17.8 M cm (http://www.millipore.com) and HPLC grade methanol (http://www.Fishersci.com/). The 

[amb5+Zn(II)+NTA]− complex was prepared by combining the zinc nitrate hexahydrate with the NTA fol-

lowed by the addition of the amb5 and then 50% methanol in DI water. Further dilution with DI water 

produced samples with final concentrations of 25.0 µM amb5 or Zn(II) and 50.0 µM NTA in 10% 

methanol aqueous solution. The solutions were thoroughly mixed and left at room temperature for 10 

minutes. The final solutions had a pH 2.8-3.0.

2.2 Threshold collision-induced dissociation of the ternary complex

The instrumental analyses were conducted using the Waters Synapt G1 instrument17 (Fig S1) 

using operating conditions as described in the Supporting Information. The negatively-charged 

[amb5+Zn(II)+NTA]  complex was resolved by the transmission quadrupole, collected in the trap and 

injected  with a 200 s gate into the ion mobility traveling-wave (IM T-wave) cell. The [amb5+Zn(II)

+NTA]  ions underwent about 10,000 collisions with the nitrogen buffer gas before acceleration into the 

transfer T-wave cell using predetermined collision energies (CE). The dissociation of the complex in the 

transfer T-wave meant the product ions had the same arrival time distribution (ATD) as the precursor 

[amb5+Zn(II)+NTA]  complex, and only those were included in the analyses.15,16 The ternary complex 

and product ions were identified using the TOF mass analyzer operated in V-mode by their m/z isotope 

patterns.  Analyses of the data was conducted using the Driftscope 2.0 and MassLynx 4.1 softwares. The 
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ATDs were extracted from the Driftscope 2.0 software and the area under each of the ATDs were 

integrated to determine the relative intensities of the precursor and products ions. The procedure was 

repeated for a series of transfer CE that included the range that covered the 0-100% dissociation of the 

[amb5+Zn(II)+NTA]. Moreover, each series of CE were repeated using three argon collision gas 

pressures, covering the upper and lower pressure range available from the Synapt G1 instrument.  

2.3 Collision cross sections

In separate experiments, with the quadrupole in non-resolving mode and no transfer CE, the 

collision cross sections (CCS) of the [amb5+Zn(II)+NTA] and [amb5+Zn(II)]complexes were measured 

using D-L polyalanine calibrants to make a calibration curve to convert the ATDs of the amb5 complexes 

into CCS as measured in helium buffer gas (ΩHe). The measurement of ΩHe allowed the comparison of the 

TWIMMS measured ΩHe with the geometry-optimized conformations found by the molecular modeling, 

where their ΩHe were calculated by the Lennard-Jones (L-J) ion size scaled method using the Sigma 

program.30 Details of these methods are described in the Supporting Information.

2.4 Molecular modeling of [amb5+Zn(II)+NTA]− conformers and their products

An initial study for locating a series of geometry-optimized conformers of the negatively charged 

[amb5+Zn(II)+NTA] complexes and their products was conducted using the semi-empirical PM6 

method31 from Gaussian09,32 using starting structures with structural modifications to test which combina-

tion of the His, Cys or Asp substituent groups and the NTA carboxyl groups would optimize to give the 

lowest-energy conformers that also had L-J ΩHe (measured with an average of 200 measurements using 

the Sigma program with an accuracy set at 0.5%) that were close to the experimental TWIMMS ΩHe. 

From these initial results, a selection of conformers that exhibited these criteria but had different binding 

configurations were further geometry-optimized using tight-binding Density Functional Theory (DFTB) 

using the 3OB Slater-Koster parameters with third order corrections33-35 and D4 dispersion corrections36,37 

(hereafter called 3OB_D4), their L-J ΩHe were measured before molecular dynamics (MD) simulations 
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were conducted using these DFTB/3OB_D4 conformers (5 ps equilibrium and 20-50 ps dynamics with L-

J ΩHe set to 0.5 % to do a single calculation for each structure extracted from MD simulations) to obtain 

the distribution and average L-J ΩHe of the conformer at 300 K. In this way, the standard deviation ob-

tained from multiple estimations of L-J ΩHe of one structure is smaller than the standard deviation on L-J 

ΩHe obtained from a conformational sampling. The temperature was controlled by a Langevin thermostat 

with a friction coefficient of 0.01 fs-1 (in the equilibration portion a higher friction coefficient, 0.1 fs-1, 

was used) and an integration time step of 1 fs was used. Simulations were done using our in-house code38 

which uses the integration scheme proposed by Ceriotti et al.39 enabling us to include nuclear quantum ef-

fects via the Ring Polymer Molecular Dynamics method40 with a mild thermostat on the beads, while a 

classical trajectory is recovered when the number of beads (P) is set to 1. Here we used P=1 for all the tra-

jectories except for one case in which P=8 was also used. The dynamics routine is coupled with DFTB+ 

software to obtain energies and gradients.41

2.5 Center-of-mass collision energy and product reaction cross sections

The lab-frame collision energy (Elab) applied to the transfer cell was converted to center-of-mass 

collision energy Ecm using the average mass of the argon (mAr) collision gas and the average mass of the 

[amb5+Zn(II)+NTA] ternary complex (mTC) by equation 1.

  Ecm = Elab mAr/(mAr + mTC) (1)

where Ecm is the average energy converted from the collision into internal energy of the ternary complex 

and available for the dissociation reaction. The Ecm-dependent intensities of the product ions are converted

to reaction cross sections using Beer’s law from the total (I0) and transmitted (I) reactant ion intensities42

I = I0 exp(−totnl) (2)

where tot is the total reaction cross section, n is the argon gas density, l is the path length of the transfer 

collision cell (10.0 cm) and I0 is determined from

I0 = I + Ip (3)
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and includes the sum of the two product ion intensities Ip produced by the reactions. The individual prod-

uct reaction cross sections (p) are given by

p = tot (IP/IP)  (4)

2.6 CRUNCH analyses using the competitive threshold collision induced dissociation method 

The competitive TCID model for simultaneously fitting the two competing Ecm-dependent prod-

uct reaction cross sections1,2  was applied via the CRUNCH program.4 The TCID model includes (1) inter-

nal energy distribution of the [amb5+Zn(II)+NTA]  complex,43 (2) convolution over translational energy 

distributions of the collision between [amb5+Zn(II)+NTA]  and the Ar collision gas,44 (3) statistical 

RRKM rate constants into the two product channels and correction of the kinetic shifts due to the 50 s 

time window from the collision cell to the TOF detector,3 and (4) integration over the total rotational an-

gular momentum J levels.14,45 

The probability of dissociation and detection of the energized ternary complex with total energy 

E* to product channel j is given by first-order reaction kinetics of two product channels using equation 5.

PD,j(E*,J) = kj(E*,J) / ktot.(E*,J) [1 − exp(−ktot.(E*,J))τ]                           (5)   

where ktot. = Σkj is the total dissociation rate constant of the individual channels j and τ is the time-of-flight

of the center-of-mass of the system from the collision cell to the mass spectrometer detector.2,3 J is the an-

gular momentum quantum number for the rotational energies of the energized molecule and orbiting tran-

sition-state configuration. The long-range potential, using molecular polarizabilities and dipole moments 

of the neutral species, describes the ion-induced-dipole interaction as a locked dipole.45 These analyses re-

quire vibrational and rotational frequencies for the reactant and products and the polarizabilities and 

dipole moments for the neutral products taken from the PM6 or DFTB calculations or the NIST database. 

The complete evaluation of the energies available for the dissociation of the ternary complex into the two 

product channels allows for the thermochemical analyses of these reactions.

Results and Discussion
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3.1 The collision gas pressure dependence on the products reaction cross sections 

Figure 2a shows the two product reaction cross sections (p) for [amb5S+Zn(II)] and 

[NTA+Zn(II)] that were produced by the TCID of [amb5S+Zn(II)+NTA] taken at three argon gas 

pressures and the polynomial extrapolation of the p using the three gas pressures to the single collision 

limit (Fig 2b). The p of [amb5S+Zn(II)] (Fig 2a) over the lowest Ecm = 0.2-0.6 eV, exhibited elevated p 

that were directly dependent on the pressure of the argon gas, a feature not observed in our previous 

TCID studies.15,16 A polynomial extrapolation of the p to the zero argon pressure limit, removed this 

feature (Fig 2b) and produced well-defined threshold regions for the [amb5S+Zn(II)] and 

[NTA+Zn(II)]product channels. 

Figure 2. The threshold collision-induced dissociation of [amb5S+Zn(II)+NTA] showing a) the reaction 
cross sections for the product channels [amb5S+Zn(II)] and [NTA+Zn(II)] taken at argon gas pressures 
of 0.0691 mbar, 0.0290 mbar, and 0.0171 mbar, and b) the polynomial extrapolation of the reaction 
cross sections to zero argon gas pressure at the single collision limit. 
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Over the higher Ecm = 0.6-2.4 eV CE range, the p exhibited an increase as argon gas pressures 

decreased, resulting in the overall increase in p from the polynomial extrapolation (Fig 2b). This 

increase in reactivity may be explained because the initial collision of the accelerated ternary complex 

with an argon atom is most precisely controlled by the applied transfer collision energy when the ternary 

complex has an initial collision-free path that allows it to accelerate to the applied transfer collision 

energy before the initial collision. However, if there are multiple collisions along this initial path then 

these generally are less energetic because the complex does not have enough time between collisions to 

accelerate to the full applied collision energy. Subsequently these lower energy multiple collisions can 

result with less internal excitation of the ternary complex. Moreover, lower energy multiple collisions 

inside the transfer T-wave cell can result with some of the initial internal excitation energy from the initial

collision being removed, resulting in partial deactivation of the ternary complex, both these mechanisms 

will be most pronounced at the higher argon gas pressures.

Figure 3. The threshold collision-induced dissociation of [amb5T+Zn(II)+NTA] showing the reaction 
cross sections for the product channels of [amb5T+Zn(II)], [NTA+Zn(II)] and [amb5T-H2O+Zn(II)] at 
collision gas pressures of a) 0.0683 mbar argon, b) 0.0288 mbar argon, c) 0.0164 mbar argon in the 
transfer collision cell, and d) the linear extrapolation of the reaction cross section to zero argon gas 
pressure at the single collision limit.
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Figure 3 shows the p versus Ecm from the TCID of [amb5T+Zn(II)+NTA] producing the 

[amb5T+Zn(II)], [NTA+Zn(II)] and [amb5T-H2O+Zn(II)] channels, the last channel being the sequential 

dissociation of [amb5T+Zn(II)] through the loss of a water molecule from amb5T. The results from the 

three different argon gas pressures in the transfer collision cell (Fig 3a, b, and c) show the p exhibit a 

systematic increase as the argon gas pressure decreased over 0.0683 mbar, 0.0288 mbar to 0.0164 mbar, 

indicating fewer collisions increased the reactivity of the activated complex (see discussion above). 

Therefore, the linear extrapolation of the p using the three pressures to the single-collision limit (Fig 3d) 

increased the p over the whole Ecm = 0.6-2.4 eV region and produced well-defined threshold regions for 

all three product ions.

3.2 Conformers of [amb5+Zn(II)+NTA] complexes and the dissociation products

A new theoretical approach was used to locate the conformers of [amb5+Zn(II)+NTA]− and their 

dissociation products [amb5+Zn(II)]  + NTA and [NTA+Zn(II)] + amb5 to use in the TCID modeling of 

these reactions. The semi-empirical PM6 method was used to explore a wide range of conformers of the 

reactants and products, where the peptide bonds for the amb5 species were kept in their trans 

configurations22 with different arrangements of the potential binding sites of His, Cys, Asp and the 

carboxyl groups. Table 1 shows the L-J ΩHe of a selection of different Zn(II) binding motifs located by 

PM6 that exhibited the lowest-energy thermochemical analyses and L-J ΩHe close to the ΩHe measured by 

TWIMMS. These conformers were further geometry-optimized at DFTB/3OB_D4 level of theory and 

their L-J ΩHe measured to compare to the TWIMMS ΩHe. Using the DFTB/3OB_D4 geometry-optimized 

conformers as starting geometry, MD simulations were conducted at 300 K and 500 conformers were 

extracted over the 50 ps time-frame of the simulations to measure their distributions and average L-J ΩHe 

and locate which of the conformers compared best with the TWIMMS ΩHe and select those to use in the 

TCID modeling.
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Table 1. Comparison of the average TWIMMS ΩHe (Å2) and the L-J ΩHe of selected low-energy stationary
states (static) initially located by geometry-optimizations and thermochemical analyses by PM6, further 
geometry-optimized by DFTB/3OB_D4 (DFTB static), and molecular dynamics simulations of the DFTB
conformers at 300 K (DFTB-MD). The PM6 conformers are shown in Figures S2 to S7 in the Supporting 
Information and are identified in the Table. The bold values show the [amb5+Zn(II)+NTA]− and 
[amb5+Zn(II)]  conformers with L-J ΩHe that best agreed with the TWIMMS ΩHe and the amb5 with the 
lowest thermochemical analyses, selected to use in the TCID modeling.

[amb5S+Zn(II)+NTA] [amb5S+Zn(II)] amb5S

TWIMMS 196 ± 4 168 ± 3 -
S2a S2b S2c S3a S3b S3c S4a S4b

PM6 static 194 ± 1 204 ± 1 195 ± 1 174 ± 1 163 ± 1 168 ± 1 169 ± 1 166 ± 1
DFTB static 187 ± 1 199 ± 1 197 ± 1 175 ± 1 163 ± 1 163 ± 1 165 ± 1 165 ± 1
DFTB-MD 192 ± 2 203 ± 3 196 ± 2 174 ± 3 163 ± 3 166 ± 2 169 ± 3 169 ± 2

[amb5T+Zn(II)+NTA] [amb5T+Zn(II)] amb5T

TWIMMS 195 ± 4 166 ± 3 -
S5a S5b S5c S6a S6b - S7a S7b

PM6 static 207 ± 1 196 ± 1 207 ± 1 170 ± 1 167 ± 1 - 173 ± 1 175 ± 1
DFTB static 199 ± 1 196 ± 1 204 ± 1 169 ± 1 168 ± 1 - 173 ± 1 173 ± 1
DFTB-MD 202 ± 2 201 ± 3 209 ± 2 175 ± 4 167 ± 3 - 170 ± 3 174 ± 3

Notably, the average ΩHe  values obtained from MD simulations, shown in Table 1, are in 

agreement with experiments, and they are similar or slightly different (mostly larger) than what was 

obtained from the corresponding optimized geometries. For the amb5T peptide using the S7a initial 

geometry, we have run simulations including nuclear quantum effects and the calculated ΩHe  = 174 ± 4 

Å2 was slightly larger than the classical one, but inside the statistical uncertainty. Since these calculations 

are much more computationally expensive and the difference is not so important for all the other systems 

we consider here only the Newtonian trajectories. 

The sampling of the ensemble structures from the MD simulations allowed the L-J ΩHe 

distributions of the conformers of [amb5+Zn(II)+NTA]− and [amb5+Zn(II)]  (shown in bold in Table 1) to

be compared with the TWIMMS ΩHe distributions (Fig 4). Figure 4a compares the amb5S complexes, 

which show the TWIMMS and MD exhibit distributions centered around the average ΩHe, but with the 

MD distributions significantly narrower, exhibiting FWHM = 6 Å2 and FWHM = 4 Å2
 compared to the 

TWIMMS FWHM = 12 Å2 and FWHM = 15 Å2 for [amb5S+Zn(II)+NTA]− and [amb5S+Zn(II)] , 

respectively. A comparison of the amb5T complexes also show narrower MD ΩHe distributions, FWHM = 
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5 Å2 and FWHM = 4 Å2
 compared to the TWIMMS FWHM = 14 Å2 and FWHM = 13 Å2 for 

[amb5T+Zn(II)+NTA]− and [amb5T+Zn(II)] , respectively. The MD ΩHe distributions are the changes in 

structural size of the complex isolated in an "implicit" bath by defining a 300 K temperature using the 

Langevin equations. For the TWIMMS ΩHe measurement there are additional broadening affects that 

includes the initial 200 s injection time of the ions into the IM T-wave cell, followed by deflections of 

the ions into slightly different trajectories by collisions with the N2 buffer gas as they are pushed through 

the IM T-wave cell by the traveling waves. The T-wave heights and velocities in this study kept the time 

distribution minimal, e.g., for [amb5S+Zn(II)+NTA] the final time distribution was FWHM = 800 s. 

Figure 4. The comparison of the TWIMMS collision cross section distributions of the [amb5+Zn(II)
+NTA]− complexes and their products [amb5+Zn(II)] −  with the collision cross section distributions from 
the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the DFTB/3OB_D4 conformers. 

Another contribution to the broader TWIMMS ΩHe distributions could be the average temperature

of the complexes in the IM T-wave cell being on average hotter than the 300 K used in the MD 

simulations. A previous study46 of the temperature of peptide ions in the IM T-wave cell of the G2 Synapt

instrument indicated that the initial injection resulted in collisions with the nitrogen buffer gas that 

internally excited the peptide ions to 449 K, before they passed down the IM T-wave cell and the 
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subsequent lower energy collisions thermalized them to the 300 K temperature of the nitrogen buffer gas 

before exiting the IM T-wave cell. The broader widths of the TWIMMS ΩHe distributions could also 

indicate the presence of multiple conformers with similar ΩHe and the distribution includes a summation 

of these distributions. In principle a trajectory long enough to sample the phase space available at the 

given thermodynamics conditions should include the contribution of multiple conformers, however the 

limitation in simulation time-length due to computational reasons is typically at the origin of an 

insufficient sampling. To contour this problem, we have run trajectories using as initial geometries 

different conformers, calculate the respective ΩHe and associated distributions and summed them. Figure 5

shows the comparison of the TWIMMS ΩHe distribution of the [amb5S+Zn(II)+NTA]− complex with the 

L-J ΩHe distributions from the MD simulations using as starting geometries the three DFTB/3OB_D4 

conformers S2a, S2b, and S2c (Table 1). If the abundances of the conformers S2a and b are 55% relative 

to the 100% conformer S2c then a reasonably good reproduction of the TWIMMS ΩHe distribution would 

be obtained with the summation of all three of these L-J ΩHe distributions, indicating these three 

conformers could be present in the experiment. The following TCID analyses will use the 

DFTB/3OB_D4 conformers selected in bold from Table 1, and in the Supporting Information a selection 

of the PM6 conformers from Table 1 will be used to ascertain how these different conformer’s vibrational

frequencies affect the final TCID threshold analyses. 

Figure 5. The comparison of the TWIMMS collision cross section distribution of the [amb5S+Zn(II)
+NTA]− complex with the collision cross section distributions from the molecular dynamics simulations 
of the three conformers S2a, S2b, and S2c geometry-optimized by DFTB/3OB_D4. The relative 
abundances of conformers S2a = b = 55% and conformer c = 100%. 
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Figure 6 shows the DFTB/3OB_D4 conformers selected for the TCID modeling of the 

dissociation of the [amb5S+Zn(II)+NTA]− complex into the products [amb5S+Zn(II)]  + NTA (right) and 

[NTA+Zn(II)] + amb5S (left). The L-J ΩHe for [amb5S+Zn(II)+NTA]− and [amb5S+Zn(II)]  (Table 1, Fig 

4a) were in best agreement with the TWIMMS ΩHe. The amb5S, NTA and [NTA+Zn(II)] conformers 

were the lowest energy conformers located, because their ΩHe could not be measured by the PA 

calibration; amb5S and NTA are neutral species and [NTA+Zn(II)]was too small in size.

Figure 6. The DFTB/3OB_D4 conformers of the [amb5S+Zn(II)+NTA]− ternary complex and the products
[amb5S+Zn(II)]  + NTA (right) and [NTA+Zn(II)] + amb5S (left). The molecular parameters of these 
conformers were used in the modelling of the TCID reaction to extract the 0 K threshold energies. The 
representative potential energy surface illustrates the density of states of the energized [amb5S+Zn(II)
+NTA] complex and the sum of states of the two product channels. The threshold energies, E1 and E2, 
indicate the 0 K enthalpy changes for the two reactions.

The DFTB/3OB_D4 conformer [amb5S+Zn(II)+NTA]− has the substituent groups of His1, Cys7 

and the carboxylate terminus (C-terminus), with a carboxyl (C1) and carboxylate (C2) from the NTA, 

occupying five sites of a distorted octahedral Zn(II) coordination geometry. The three negatively charged 

sites of Cys7, C-terminus and the carboxylate (C2) with the 2+ charge from Zn(II)  gives the overall -1 

charge of the ternary complex. For [amb5S+Zn(II)]− the Zn(II) the substituent groups of Cys2 and Cys7, 

backbone carbonyl group of Cys2, and C-terminus coordinated Zn(II) in a distorted tetrahedral geometry. 

The reaction mechanism for the [amb5S+Zn(II)+NTA]− conformer to dissociate into the [amb5S+Zn(II)]− + 
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NTA conformers must proceed via a proton transfer from Cys2 to NTA and the backbone carboxyl and 

thiolate groups of Cys2 replacing the His1 coordinating Zn(II).

Figure 7 shows the DFTB/3OB_D4 conformers of [amb5T+Zn(II)+NTA]− and the products 

[amb5T+Zn(II)]  + NTA (right) and [NTA+Zn(II)] + amb5T (left) selected for the TCID modeling. The 

[amb5T+Zn(II)+NTA]− complex exhibits Asp1 and Cys7 coordination of Zn(II) and amine and two 

carboxylates (C1 and C2) from NTA in a distorted bipyramidal geometry. These are the four negatively-

charged sites that are balanced by the Zn(II) ion and His2 imidazolium group to give the overall −1 charge

of the complex. The [amb5T+Zn(II)]− complex exhibits Asp1, His2, Cys7, and C-terminus coordination of 

Zn(II) via a distorted tetrahedral geometry. The dissociation of [amb5T+Zn(II)+NTA]−
 into the  

[amb5T+Zn(II)]− conformer requires proton transfers from His2 and the carboxyl terminus to the two 

carboxylate sites (C1 and C2) of NTA, which His2 and the C-terminus will subsequently displace in 

coordinating Zn(II).

Figure 7. The DFTB/3OB_D4 conformers used in the TCID modeling of the dissociation of the 
[amb5T+Zn(II)+NTA]− complex (center) into its products [amb5T+Zn(II)]  + NTA (right) and 
[NTA+Zn(II)] + amb5T (left). The representative potential energy surface illustrates the energized ternary
complex dissociating into the two product channels and indicates the density of states of the ternary 
complex and the sum of states of the products. The threshold energies, E1 and E2, indicate the 0 K 
enthalpy changes for the two reactions. 

3.3 Energy-resolved, threshold collision-induced dissociation of the [amb5+Zn(II)+NTA] complex
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Figure 8 shows the competitive TCID fits to the Ecm-dependent p convoluted over the energy 

distributions available during the reaction. The unconvoluted model (not shown) predicts the threshold 

behavior at 0 K, which are equal to the 0 K enthalpies of dissociation (H0) for the reactions 6 and 7. 

[amb5+Zn(II)+NTA] → [amb5+Zn(II)] + NTA (6)

[amb5+Zn(II)+NTA] → [NTA+Zn(II)] + amb5 (7)

Figure 8. The competitive TCID fits of the reaction cross sections of the products [amb5+Zn(II)] and 
[NTA+Zn(II)] (symbols) from the dissociation of a) [amb5S+Zn(II)+NTA] and b) [amb5T+Zn(II)
+NTA] over center-of-mass collision energy. The convoluted TCID fits (black lines) include the 
energy distributions available during the experiment. The 0 K dissociation enthalpies (H0) are derived 
from the unconvoluted 0 K model (not shown). 

The dissociation of [amb5S+Zn(II)+NTA] (Fig 8a), shows the p for the ions in the two 

competing product channels (reactions 6 and 7) with the convoluted TCID fit that reproduces the p over 

Ecm= 0.6-1.8 eV, with a deviation at collision energies >1.8 eV for [NTA+Zn(II)] The H0 for reaction 

6 (1.29 eV) and reaction 7 (1.70 eV) exhibit an 0.41 eV difference between the two competing reactions. 
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For the dissociation of the ternary complex [amb5T+Zn(II)+NTA] (Fig 8b) the TCID convoluted model 

reproduces the p for the [amb5T+Zn(II)] and [NTA+Zn(II)] channels over Ecm = 0.6 - 1.5 eV, but 

departs at higher energies. Some of the deviation may be attributed to the [amb5T-H2O+Zn(II)] channel 

becoming significant (Fig 3) at these CE and not included in the TCID model. However, from the 

reproduced threshold regions 0.6 - 1.5 eV for [amb5T+Zn(II)] and [NTA+Zn(II)] the unconvoluted 0 K 

model derived threshold energies equating H0 = 1.20 eV for reaction 6 and H0 = 1.55 eV for reaction 7,

with a 0.35 eV difference between the two reactions. 

3.4 Evaluation of the TCID thermochemical analysis 

The difference in the 0 K changes in enthalpies for the two competing reactions 6 and 7, i.e., 

ZnH0 = H0(6) − H0(7) = ZnH0(amb5) − ZnH0(NTA), is a more consistent measurement than the two 

absolute H0 values, because many of the uncertainties in the TCID measurement cancel out.12,47 The 

ZnH0 also provides a relative gas-phase Zn(II) affinity scale for the amb5 species studied here and in our

previous TCID research based on reactions 6 and 7.16 Table 2 shows a comparison of the relative ZnH0 

using NTA as the baseline and includes the previously studied amb5A and amb5H, which have the common 

primary structure ac-Aa1-Cys2-Gly3-Pro4-Tyr5-His6-Cys7, where the amino acid Aa1 = His1 or Asp1, 

respectively, with amb5A exhibiting a more exothermic Zn(II) affinity than amb5H.. The primary structure 

of amb5A is also closely related to the new amb5S studied here where their primary structures only differ by

the Tyr5-His6 residues being replaced by Gly5-Gly6, respectively. This allows the determination of how 

the substituent groups of Tyr5-His6 effect the Zn(II) affinity of these two amb5 peptides. Table 2 shows the

ZnH0 measurement for amb5S using the DFTB conformers (Fig 6) with the two ZnH0 measurements 

made using the PM6 conformers, with the conformers and TCID fits shown in the Supporting Information

(Fig S8, S9 and S11). The range of these three ZnH0 measurements is 0.11 eV, but all three values are 

twofold or more exothermic than the ZnH0 of amb5A, previously modeled with PM6 conformers.16 These 

results clearly indicate that the amb5A substituent groups of Tyr5-His6 decrease the Zn(II) affinity in 

respect to the amb5S. The Tyr residue was originally included in the primary structure of the amb peptides 
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because its substituent group could provide a stabilizing  - zinc cation interaction and spectroscopic tag 

for absorbance and fluorescence studies.21,29 However, the results here suggests that steric effects from the

bulky Tyr side group are detrimental to Zn(II) binding at least for these amb5 peptides. The loss of Zn(II) 

affinity from the imidazole of His6 indicates that the imidazole does not provide a Zn(II) binding site. 

This is consistent with our previous amb research that showed the Zn(II) binding sites are the substituent 

groups in the first two positons, e.g., His1-Cys2, and the combination of the thiolate of Cys in the last 

position with the carboxylate terminus that provided the four coordination sites for the distorted 

tetrahedral geometry.24,27  The ZnH0 measurements of amb5S are also more exothermic than the ZnH0 

measurements of amb5T, which used the DFTB conformers (Fig 7, 8b) or PM6 conformers (Fig S10, S12),

indicating the His1-Cys2 substituent groups of amb5S have a higher Zn(II) affinity than the Asp1-His2 of 

amb5T. The amb5T also exhibits a higher Zn(II) affinity than the amb5A and amb5H which both contain the 

Tyr5-His6 residues whereas, amb5T contains the Gly5-Gly6 sequence. Add discussion of amb5- and His-

Cys-C-term salt-bridges and C-term-Tyr hydrogen bond.

Table 2. Comparison of the difference in the competitive TCID 0 K enthalpies (H0) for reactions 6 and 7
shown in the script. The difference, ZnH0 = H0(6) − H0(7) = ZnH0(amb5) − ZnH0(NTA), gives a rela-
tive gas-phase Zn(II) affinity scale for the amb5 species studied here and in our previous research.16 

  Name: primary structure or formula ZnH0  (eV)

amb5S: ac-His-Cys-Gly-Pro-Gly-Gly-Cys -0.41 (-0.44, -0.52)1

amb5T: ac-Asp-His-Gly-Pro-Gly-Gly-Cys -0.35 (-0.40)1

amb5A: ac-His-Cys-Gly-Pro-Tyr-His-Cys -0.22

amb5H: ac-Asp-Cys-Gly-Pro-Tyr-His-Cys -0.15

  NTA: N(CH2COOH)3 0

1 In brackets are the differences in ZnH0 measured by TCID using the PM6 molecular parameters shown 
in the Supporting Information in Figures S8, S9, S10, S11 and S12.

4. Conclusions

This research further extended the competitive TCID methodologies using the traveling-wave ion

mobility-mass spectrometry (TWIMMS) platform17 and whether it provides the relative gas-phase Zn(II) 

affinities for alternative metal binding (amb) heptapeptides. The competitive TCID analyses was applied 
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to the dissociation of two [amb5+Zn(II)+NTA]‒ ternary complexes contining either amb5S and amb5T using

the CRUNCH reaction dynamics program.4 The amb5S and amb5T had simplified primary structures to 

those studied previously to test whether the Zn(II) affinity were affected by replacing Tyr5-His6 with Gly5-

Gly6 from the amb5 structure.24,27 The analyses included converting ion intensities into product reaction 

cross sections which are extrapolated to the single collision limit, and the application of a new theoretical 

approach for selecting the reactant and product conformers to use in the TCID modeling. The competitive

TCID analyses required the vibrational and rotational frequencies for the ternary complex and their disso-

ciation products, including polarizabilities and dipole moments of the neutral products. This new method 

included theoretical calculations to identify the structures of the ions by comparing theoretical with exper-

imental collision cross sections by (i) identifying conformers from PM6 geometry optimization and fre-

quency calculations; (ii) using an ensemble of structures sampled by molecular dynamics simulations us-

ing tight-binding Density Functional Theory.  

The TCID analyses included using alternative sets of conformers to test their effect on the disso-

ciation reactionsH0 and the amb5 relative gas-phase Zn(II) affinities. The maximum range of Zn(II) 

affinities was 0.11 eV using three sets of alternative sets conformers and was consistent enough to be able

to determine differences in the relative Zn(II) affinities of the two amb5 species studied here and two from

our previous competitive TCID analyses. The results revealed that the substituent groups of Tyr5-His6 de-

creased the Zn(II) affinity. For Tyr5 the potential of providing a second-shell stabilizing  - zinc cation in-

teraction seems to be out-weighed by steric effects interfering with the first-shell Zn(II) coordination. The

loss of Zn(II) affinity from imidazole of His6 also indicated that this imidazole does not bind in the first 

shell to the Zn(II), consistent with our previous research24,27 indicating the Zn(II) binding sites are either 

the His, Cys, or Asp in the first two positions of the primary structure and the combination of the thiolate 

of Cys7 and its carboxylate terminus binding the Zn(II) in a distorted tetrahedral coordination geometry.  
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	The competitive threshold collision-induced dissociation (TCID) method, developed by Armentrout, Ervin and Rodgers,1-3 is a reaction dynamics method for obtaining the thermochemistry of competing reactions driven by the collision between the reactant and an inert collision gas, and is applied through the CRUNCH program.4 The competitive TCID method has been applied to a variety of chemical systems including ionic liquid clusters,5,6 protonated tripeptides,7,8 sodium cation complexes,9 and the gas-phase proton affinities organic molecules.10-14 Recently we have shown a competitive TCID approach for studying a series of alternative metal binding (amb) peptides, which was applied to the competitive dissociation of the [amb+Zn(II)+NTA] ternary complex:15,16 an original application due to the ternary complexes relatively large size and the use of the traveling-wave ion mobility-mass spectrometry (TWIMMS) platform.17 The research presented here further extends the TCID instrumental and theoretical approaches applied to the TWIMMS platform and provides the thermochemistry and relative Zn(II) affinity for two new amb5 species (Fig 1) and compares them with our previous results. This new TCID research, includes converting ion intensities into product reaction cross sections (p) which are extrapolated to the single collision limit, and the application of a new theoretical approach for selecting the reactant and product conformers to use in the TCID modeling. Notably, we have used theoretical calculations to identify the structures of the ions by comparing theoretical with experimental collision cross sections. This was done in two ways: (i) using the structures resulting from geometry optimization; (ii) using an ensemble of structures sampled by molecular dynamics simulations. The first approach is what is typically done, while the second one was much less used. Typically classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were done in the past improve the collision cross sections of large macromolecules,18,19 while here we used first-principles MD simulations using tight-binding Density Functional Theory in order to correctly consider the Zn(II) binding and allowing possible proton transfers.
	Our previous research of the amb peptides showed that by preparing their samples in a series of acidic to basic pH solutions that pH-dependent metal binding was observed and by changing residues in their primary structure the specificity for chelating different metal ions could be adapted.20-29 Some of the most extensive metal binding research was on a series of amb5 heptapeptides,15,16,22,24,26,28 named in alphabetical order amb5A to amb5R, which were designed to explore the primary structure acetyl-Aa1-Aa2-Gly3-Pro4-Tyr5-Aa6-Aa7, where the Aa were different combinations of His, Cys or Asp that have metal binding substituent groups. The central residues provided a spacer, a hinge, and -metal ion interaction. However, the previous Zn(II) binding studies indicated that it was the substituent group in the Aa1-Aa2-Aa7 positions with the carboxylate at the terminus that provided the distorted tetrahedral Zn(II) coordination.24,27 Here we extend this series with simplified primary structures for amb5S and amb5T (Fig 1) which have alternative Aa1-Aa2-Aa7 binding sites for forming the binary[amb5+Zn(II)]and ternary [amb5+Zn(II)+NTA] complexes but replace the sites at Tyr5-Aa6 with Gly5-Gly6, which will test whether the Tyr5 -zinc ion interaction or the Aa6 substituent sites were significant in our previous Zn(II) binding studies The overall 1 charge state of the complexes are determined by the oxidation state of Zn(II) and the protonation states of the weak acid or basic sites of the amb5 and/or NTA, relating to 3 negatively-charged sites, i.e., [amb5H+Zn(II)+NTA-2H], [amb3H+Zn(II)]or [NTA3H+Zn(II)]. In the following script, the ‘3H’ is omitted from the names of the complexes, but the descriptions of the molecular modeling results include a discussion of the protonation states in these complexes.
	3.4 Evaluation of the TCID thermochemical analysis
	The difference in the 0 K changes in enthalpies for the two competing reactions 6 and 7, i.e., ZnH0 = H0(6) − H0(7) = ZnH0(amb5) − ZnH0(NTA), is a more consistent measurement than the two absolute H0 values, because many of the uncertainties in the TCID measurement cancel out.12,47 The ZnH0 also provides a relative gas-phase Zn(II) affinity scale for the amb5 species studied here and in our previous TCID research based on reactions 6 and 7.16 Table 2 shows a comparison of the relative ZnH0 using NTA as the baseline and includes the previously studied amb5A and amb5H, which have the common primary structure ac-Aa1-Cys2-Gly3-Pro4-Tyr5-His6-Cys7, where the amino acid Aa1 = His1 or Asp1, respectively, with amb5A exhibiting a more exothermic Zn(II) affinity than amb5H.. The primary structure of amb5A is also closely related to the new amb5S studied here where their primary structures only differ by the Tyr5-His6 residues being replaced by Gly5-Gly6, respectively. This allows the determination of how the substituent groups of Tyr5-His6 effect the Zn(II) affinity of these two amb5 peptides. Table 2 shows the ZnH0 measurement for amb5S using the DFTB conformers (Fig 6) with the two ZnH0 measurements made using the PM6 conformers, with the conformers and TCID fits shown in the Supporting Information (Fig S8, S9 and S11). The range of these three ZnH0 measurements is 0.11 eV, but all three values are twofold or more exothermic than the ZnH0 of amb5A, previously modeled with PM6 conformers.16 These results clearly indicate that the amb5A substituent groups of Tyr5-His6 decrease the Zn(II) affinity in respect to the amb5S. The Tyr residue was originally included in the primary structure of the amb peptides because its substituent group could provide a stabilizing  - zinc cation interaction and spectroscopic tag for absorbance and fluorescence studies.21,29 However, the results here suggests that steric effects from the bulky Tyr side group are detrimental to Zn(II) binding at least for these amb5 peptides. The loss of Zn(II) affinity from the imidazole of His6 indicates that the imidazole does not provide a Zn(II) binding site. This is consistent with our previous amb research that showed the Zn(II) binding sites are the substituent groups in the first two positons, e.g., His1-Cys2, and the combination of the thiolate of Cys in the last position with the carboxylate terminus that provided the four coordination sites for the distorted tetrahedral geometry.24,27 The ZnH0 measurements of amb5S are also more exothermic than the ZnH0 measurements of amb5T, which used the DFTB conformers (Fig 7, 8b) or PM6 conformers (Fig S10, S12), indicating the His1-Cys2 substituent groups of amb5S have a higher Zn(II) affinity than the Asp1-His2 of amb5T. The amb5T also exhibits a higher Zn(II) affinity than the amb5A and amb5H which both contain the Tyr5-His6 residues whereas, amb5T contains the Gly5-Gly6 sequence. Add discussion of amb5- and His-Cys-C-term salt-bridges and C-term-Tyr hydrogen bond.

